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What do judges value the most in an audition?  This is certainly a debatable topic with many answers; 
however, most would agree that sound and rhythm are on everyone’s list.  It is important to have a beautiful 
sound throughout the full range of your instrument.  A confident, centered and connected sound allows you 
to perform and not just play.  After sound is taken into consideration, the player with the most accurate 
rhythm usually wins.  Good rhythm requires an excellent sense of time and pulse.  Performers must establish 
and maintain an obvious steady pulse, especially when multiple subdivisions are present.   

1. Build a connected sound with “air between the notes”. 

Five Note Exercise 

Choose five notes that you can perform easily.  Record yourself playing these five notes, slurred, at a 
moderately slow tempo.  Listen to the recording and ask yourself these questions: 

• Are the notes connected?  Or, is there space and loss of energy at the end of each note?  
• Do all notes have a confident, centered and vibrant sound? 

Next, expand with more notes until you can successfully connect one octave, then two octaves, and finally 
your full range.   

• Do not use written music.  Concentrate on what you hear for this exercise.     
• Practice different dynamics, but keep in mind there is a limit to “soft” and to “loud.”  Play no louder or 

softer than you can with a good sound.  Remember: record yourself and listen. 
• Notice which notes on your instrument respond easily and those that do not. 
• Pay attention to your fingers.  Make sure your fingers are curved and hover just above the keys.  

Practice in front of a mirror to assess.  Good hand position is an on-going process that requires 
maintenance with regular pattern practice.  It is critical when working for connected notes. 

Once you have mastered step-wise patterns, apply this same exercise to simple intervals like those shown 
below.  Remember:  there should be no break between the notes or difference in sound quality.   

 

2. Develop effective articulation. 

Not all music is connected, so well-controlled, defined articulation is also important.  A connected sound 
(described above in 1) is the foundation for good articulation.  Air should be continuous.  The tongue 
interrupts but does not stop the air.  Air must be present before the tongue releases it (note starts) or 
interrupts it (multiple notes).  Tongue motion should be minimal and not interfere with the tone quality.  

• Tonguing ‘bursts’ can improve articulation consistency, speed, and note starts. 
• Concentrate practice in the middle range first. 



• Minimize tongue motion by practicing at faster tempos first, then slow down. 

 
3.  Develop a good sense of time. 

Successful performance of common subdivisions is an absolute necessity.  Performing the subdivisions 
separately with a metronome is a good start, but the real skill lies in establishing and controlling multiple 
subdivisions within any given tempo.  Look at the example below from the Bona studies: 

 

Develop this skill by practicing any scale with this rhythmic pattern: 

• Use a metronome.   
• Practice a variety of tempos – slow to fast.   
• Add different articulations.   
• Practice different dynamics. 

 
4.  Become an educated competitor. 

While there is no guarantee of a perfect audition, deliberate practice will maximize your preparation.  Find 
practice techniques that work for you. Identify the skills needed to play the most difficult passages and 
create practice strategies to strengthen those skills. The most important thing to remember is that 
successful practice is planned, not random!   

Listen to yourself and others.  “Sit in” on auditions of other instruments when possible to develop a sense 
of comparative, subjective judging.  Focus on preparation and accept the outcome.  If it doesn’t go your 
way, reflect on how to can refine your preparation for the next time. 
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